Custom Floating Shelves
Storage Solutions Made Easy

Floating Shelves offer clean lines and versatility, making them the perfect fit for transitional to contemporary spaces. Hang them between cabinets, at the end of a cabinet run, or free standing to add decorative yet functional storage to any room in the home.

Quality Features

- Six popular Wood Species
- Solid Wood and Wood Veneer Construction (Paint Grade is Poplar & MDF)
- Six widths ranging from 24" to 54"
- Available unfinished or prefinished to match WalzCraft’s Custom Cabinet Components
- Supports 15 lbs per running foot of shelf length (Exceeds KCMA Standards)
- Made in the USA
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Options Available

Width Options
- 24", 30", 36", 42", 48", and 54" Wide

Depth Options
- 10" or 12" Deep
- Depth of shelf may be trimmed to a minimum of 2" Deep

Thickness
- Only available at 2 1/2" Thick

Finish Options
- Unfinished
- Available prefinished in all of WalzCraft’s standard Stain, SolidTone®, and Glaze (except Flow Pen) options

Wood Species Options
- Alder - Natural / Standard Grade
- Cherry - Natural / Standard Grade
- Hickory - Natural / Standard Grade
- Maple - Hard - Natural / Standard Grade
- Oak - Red - Natural / Standard Grade
- Hybrid - Poplar Sides / MDF Top & Bottom - Paint Grade

Installation
Complete turn-key system includes Floating Shelf, Wood Mounting Plate, Metal Brackets, Mounting Hardware, and instructions, making installation a quick and easy process.
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